
LINDSAY KOVNAT UX/ UI DESIGNER

EXPERIENCE

Keystone Funding Remote: Media, PA
UX Designer Oct 17 to Present, Oct 17 to Present

Revealing valuable insights into the mortgage lending process through interviewing all stakeholders 
Thorough analyzing of competitive companies
Redesigning of 10-year-old website from research through sketching and wireframes
Creating an educational game for first-time homebuyers

vendorspace Remote- Atlanta, GA
UX Designer Mar 17 to Present

Solving the main problem experienced by vendors, which empowers them to be proactive in the event
marketplace
Designing a website from scratch by testing the hypothesis stated by the founder
Storyboarding, by employing techniques from Sprint, a book created by Jake Knapp from Google Ventures 
Conducting research and comparative analysis of market competitors
Prototyping, wireframing, user testing and iterating in an agile process
Presenting findings and collaborating with engineers and stakeholders

The Bridge New York, NY
UI Designer | Marketing | App Design Dec 16 to Present

Exceeding expectations resulting in almost 3000 signatures by shaping the visual communication language
through eye-catching design for a mayoral campaign  
Translating sketches to a high fidelity prototype
Implementing important design decisions  
Strategizing and producing presentation materials to gain investor interest

Park Slope Food Coop Brooklyn, NY
UX Designer Apr 17 to Present

Implementing a shift swapping app members can use on the go to more easily change a designated work shift in
order to reduce crowded aisles while shopping
Conducting research analysis of market competitors, user research and discovering of the MVP
Validating assumptions to improve staffing and crowding issues 
Articulating the problem at a few general meetings 
Enlisting members to contribute their time for interviews and engineers to donate their skills to the project 
Customizing an original app gleaned from acquired user data

Self Employed Creative Philadelphia, PA & NY, NY
Motion Graphics | Interaction Design May 05 to Present

Captivating international audiences through award winning animations which were aired on Nickelodeon and
various acclaimed festivals throughout the country 
Infusing a unique, energetic style into storyboarding, illustrating, and co-writing a print book to inspire children
and adults 
Conceptualizing animated music videos and motion graphics for various clients 
Curating visionary group art exhibitions in galleries and makeshift, unique spaces around the northeast

Koa New York, NY
UX Designer Oct 16 to Oct 16

Improving their position in the market by redesigning the multi-process search feature for data analysts resulting
in better usability
Engineering user-focused solutions through usability testing, research, affinity mapping, and information
architecture 

Digital Art Manager, Educator San Francisco, CA
San Francisco Unified School District & Philadelphia Aug 05 to May 15

Pioneering tech programs in schools 
Communicating to international students a variety design thinking, technological processes, and skills
Inspiring students with an empathy focused artistic/academic curriculum involving agile, iteration, and user
interface exploration

DESIGN CHALLENGES

Jet Hackathon - UX Designer/Researcher Apr 17
"Redesigning the Candidate Experience", a hackathon hosted by the UX Lab NYC Meetup and the Talent Experience
team at Jet.com. The focus of the event was a close look at what could be done to improve the job candidate
experience.

Philly CHI Design SLAM - UX/Strategic Design May 17
Collaborating with designers in Philadelphia to solve a local issue of trash accumulation around Spring Garden
Avenue.

X New York, NY

á lindsaykovnat@gmail.com
½  lindsaykovnat.com
§  (267)241-6653

SKILLS

Sketching Wireframes
Interactive Prototypes
Hi-fidelity Mockups
Logo Design
User Testing
Design Specs
Design QA
Asset Production
Contextual Inquiry
Competitive Analysis
Personas
Storyboarding
Video/Audio Production
Motion Graphics
Illustration
Graphic Design
CSS
HTML
Javascript

Software

Sketch
Illustrator
Indesign
Invision
Marvel
Balsamiq
Keynote
Omnigraffle
Photoshop
Principle
Adobe Acrobat
Adobe After Effects
Maya
Cinema 4D
Final Cut
Premiere

EDUCATION

General Assembly

Certificate UXDI 2016

Moore College of Art

Certification Art Education 2012

Moore College of Art

Flash Animation Continuing
Education Class

University of The Arts

BFA Animation 2005

School of Visual Arts

Illustration Continuing Education
Class

Scribe Video Center

Maya 3D Animation Class


